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SECTION A: LANGUAGE     15 marks 

A. Put the adjective in brackets into the correct form.  The first one (0) has 

been given as an example.                   (5 marks) 

I’ve got three very good friends – Rose, Sharon and Maria.  They are very 

different.  For example, Rose is (0) the tallest (tall) and she is                            

(1) ____________________ (thin) too.  Sharon is                                                

(2) ____________________ (energetic) than Rose and Maria because she plays a 

lot of sport.  Rose is (3) ____________________ (bad) at sport.  Sharon is        

(4) ____________________ (musical) than Rose.  In fact, she’s generally           

(5) ____________________ (creative) of the three.  Rose’s hair is                      

(6) ____________________ (long) than Sharon’s and a lot                                

(7) ____________________ (wavy) too.  Rose is                                                 

(8) ____________________ (interested) in clothes and fashion.  I don’t think one 

is (9) ____________________ (intelligent) than the others – they are all clever.  

Sometimes I think Rose is (10)____________________ (nice) friend and at other 

times I think Sharon or Maria is. 

 

B. Underline the correct form of the verb in brackets.  The first one (0) has 

been done for you.                     (5 marks) 

Hi Sam,  

 

I (0) (am / is / are) in London with my sister.  I (1) (can’t / couldn’t / can) believe 

I’m here!  I (2) (arrives / arrived / was arriving) two days ago.  The weather here 

(3) (are / is / was) sunny and we (4) (have / are having / had) a great time. 

Yesterday, we (5) (visits / was visiting / visited) the zoo.  We (6) (see / were 

seeing / saw) some baby tigers and (7) (played / was playing / play) with the 

monkeys.  It was amazing!  We also (8) (had / have / are having) dinner with an 

English family last night. 

Today, we (9) (go / are going to / going) the aquarium and tomorrow I                 

(10) (stay / am staying / stays) at the hotel by the pool. 

See you next week,  

Joanne xxxx   
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C. Underline the correct word in brackets.  The first one (0) has been done 

for you.                                (5 marks) 

 

(0) (On / In / At) Sundays we visit grandma.  We (1) (all days / usually / 

usual) get (2) (here / there / where) in time (3) (for / by / at) lunch.  (4) (Last / 

Finally / Before) Sunday we had to make lunch for her (5) (since / while / for) 

she wasn’t feeling well.  She (6) (doesn’t / never / don’t) lets anyone into the 

kitchen but the doctor told her she (7) (must / will / have) rest.  She asked my 

mother to make (8) (a / some / any) food.  She told us to look for                        

(9) (a / two / some) packet of pasta in the cupboard and a jar of sauce so she 

could make lunch.  While we were looking for these, grandma fell to the floor!  

We took her to hospital and had no lunch!  Grandma (10) (should / shall / will) 

have stayed in bed! 

 

SECTION B: READING COMPREHENSION                    20 marks 

Read the text carefully and answer the questions. 

Try to imagine a world without Walt Disney. 

A world with no magic. Walt Disney changed 

entertainment and found new ways to teach 

and educate. 

Walt was always positive and loved history. 

He used technology to make life more 

enjoyable and fun. His Hollywood career lasted for forty-three years. 

He was a great inventor, and had the greatest imaginations the world has ever 

known. Walt Disney could make dreams come true. He was a creator, creative 

and a person who liked beauty.  

Walt Disney was born on December 5, 1901 in Chicago Illinois. His father was 

Elias Disney, and his mother Flora Call Disney. Walt had four brothers and a 

sister.  After Walt was born, the Disney family moved to Missouri, where Walt 

lived for most of his childhood. 
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Walt loved art, even as a boy. He would often sell drawings to neighbours to 

make extra money. He chose an education in art, by studying art and 

photography at McKinley High School in Chicago.   

On December 21, 1937, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the first full-length 

animated film, was shown at the Carthay Theatre in Los Angeles. The film cost 

$1,499,000 and is known as one of the greatest films in Hollywood. During the 

next five years, Walt Disney Studios completed other classics such as Pinocchio, 

Fantasia, Dumbo and Bambi. 

Walt Disney’s dream of a clean and organized amusement park came true, as 

Disneyland Park opened in 1955. Walt also became a television pioneer. Disney 

began television production in 1954, and was among the first to present full-

colour programming with his Wonderful World of Colour in 1961. 

Walt Disney is a legend. He brought us closer to the future, while telling us of 

the past. It is certain, that there will never be such as great a man as Walt Disney. 

  

1. Are the following statements true or false?                  (2 marks) 

a) We can learn from Disney’s stories.                      ______ 

b) Walt Disney found it difficult to invent stories.           ______ 

c) Walt grew up in Illinois.              ______ 

d) Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs was a short film.                    ______ 

2. Why did he use technology?          (2 marks) 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

 

3. How long did he work in Hollywood for?                  (2 marks) 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 
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4. Which three things describe Walt Disney?        (3 marks) 

i.  Walt had three brothers and a sister. 

ii. His father’s name was George and his mother was Flora. 

iii. Walt didn’t go to school. 

iv. Walt loved to draw. 

v. Walt Disney will always be remembered. 

5. Walt Disney was quite the businessman, even at a young age. How do we 

know this?            (2 marks) 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

6. Where and when was Snow White and Seven Dwarfs first shown?  (2 marks) 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

7. Why was Disneyland created?                       (1 mark) 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

8. What do the following words refer to? They are marked in italics and in bold 

type throughout the passage.                     (2 marks) 

i.    his -   _________________  ii.  them - _________________ 

iii.  where -  _________________ iv.  one -  _________________ 

9. Find a word or phrase from the text which means the same as the following:  

i.    made different -  _____________________ 

ii.   time past -   _____________________ 

iii.  frequently -   _____________________ 

iv.  fun -    _____________________       (4 marks) 
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SECTION C – LITERATURE               20 marks  

Part 1: Poetry - Unprepared Text                                                       (10 marks) 

Read the poem and answer all the questions that follow. 

Remember me? 

 by Ray Mather 

 

Remember me? 

I am the boy who sought friendship; 

The boy you turned away. 

I the boy who asked you 

If I too might play. 

 

I the face at the window 

When your party was inside, 

I the lonely figure 

That walked away and cried. 

 

I the one who hung around, 

A punchbag for your games. 

Someone you could kick and beat, 

Someone to call names. 

 

But how strange is the change 

After time has hurried by. 

Four years have passed since then 

Now I’m not so quick to cry. 

 

I’m bigger and I’m stronger, 

I’ve grown a foot in height, 

Suddenly I’m popular 

And YOU’RE left out of the light. 

 

I could, if I wanted, 

Be so unkind to you. 

I would only have to say 

And the other boys would do. 

 

But the memory of my pain 

Holds back the revenge I’d planned 

And instead, I feel much stronger 

By offering you my hand. 
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1.  Underline the correct answer.                                                         (1 mark) 

The poem is about  

a) an angry boy, 

b) a boy who used to be bullied, 

c) friends. 

 

2.  Who is speaking in the poem?                                                           (1 mark) 

          

____________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  This poem has (six, seven, eight) stanzas                                         (½ mark) 

         

    4.    Quote a metaphor from the third stanza to describe the boy.        (2 marks) 

                    

___________________________________________________________ 

 

    5.    Which three stanzas describe the bullying?                               (1 ½ marks) 

                      a)_________________________________________stanza 

                      b)_________________________________________stanza 

     c)_________________________________________stanza 

 

    6.    In the fifth stanza the poet says he has become ‘bigger’, ‘taller’,                              

‘______________’ and  ‘______________’ .                                 (1 mark) 

    

    7.    Mark the following statements   True (T) or False (F)                (3 marks) 

a) Now the other boys have left out the ‘bully’ and they ‘obey’ the                 

poet.               ______ 

                    b) The poet now bullies the boy who hurt him before.         ______ 

 c) The poet feels stronger when he doesn’t bully the boy who 

bullied him before.             ______ 
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Part II: Prose - Unprepared Text       (10 marks)  

Read the following passage and answer all the questions below.      

 

New York City was a big surprise to Nim.  Nim had never imagined that so many 

people could fit into the same place at the same time. While they walked they 

talked on phones, to each other, to themselves; some used words Nim couldn’t 

understand and languages she’d never heard. They drank cans of soft drink and 

cups of coffee, ate ice-cream on sticks and hot dogs, carried purses and briefcases 

and fat bags with shopping. 

 

Fred the iguana, spiky like a dragon, curled himself tight round Nim’s neck. 

Selkie the seal pressed hard against her. They followed Daniel down the 

pavement. 

 

Nim had seen pictures of cars, but she’d never heard the noise or smelled the 

smell. The smell was hot and the noise was very loud. Suddenly there was a 

high-pitched siren, a roaring noise like a sea lion bull and a huge red truck 

screamed past. 

 

Selkie didn’t like this place with all its strange noises and she wanted to get 

through it as fast as she could. Suddenly she galumphed off the path onto the 

road. 

Cars honked and brakes screeched as the cars stopped for Selkie.  

‘Selkie!’ shouted Nim, dashing into the road after her. 

‘Wait!’ shouted Daniel, grabbing Nim’s arm at the same time. 

‘What part of DON’T WALK! Don’t you understand?’ shouted one taxi driver at 

them as they dashed across. Selkie barked crossly and flopped back up onto the 

pavement.  

                                                             (Adapted from Nim at Sea by Wendy Orr) 
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The passage is about                                                                                   (1 mark) 

a) Nim and her friends at the zoo. 

b) Nim and her animal friends in the city. 

c) Nim and her pets having fun together. 

 

1.  Underline the correct answer.                                                               (1 mark) 

Selkie is a (seal, turtle, girl) and Fred is (a scarf, a snake, an iguana) 

 

2.   Mention two things that Nim saw people doing.                               (2 marks) 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

3.   Write two words which describe the noise the traffic made.            (2 marks) 

a)________________________________________ 

b)________________________________________ 

 

4.    Copy a phrase from the passage to describe the ‘huge red truck’.     (2 marks) 

 ___________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Mention two things which happened when Selkie stepped onto the road.     

    (2 marks) 

            a)_____________________________________________ 

            b)_____________________________________________         
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SECTION D – COMPOSITION     25 marks  

 

 

 

Write between 100 and 150 words on ONE of the following. 

 

 

 

1.  Write an email to a friend telling him/her about a school activity which 

you participated in.  

 

2.  Describe a person you admire. 

 

3.  Write a story entitled “The Robbery”. 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


